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Hotelplan goes ‘untraditional‘
Swiss tour operator eyes global markets with new bedfinder and platforms such as Google
By Raini Hamdi
Encouraged by its pilot with Book on
Google, Hotelplan Group is pressing
on with its vision to partake in the new
economy and tap international markets
through its new platform, bedfinder,
which sells directly to customers on modern web platforms and provides white label products and technology to interested
parties.
Bedfinder was one of the first to sell
directly to US customers on Book on
Google which went live last September
in the US, enabling US travellers to book
travel on Google Search, Google Maps
and Google+ without having to leave the
sites featured.

Hotelplan Group CEO Thomas Stirnimann told the Daily that bedfinder offers
US customers best rates and availability
from its 400,000 hotel contracts worldwide. In “no time at all” after going live,
it generated some US$5 million in bookings, he said.
While bedfinder currently offers only
hotels to the US market, its next aim is to
offer full packages.
“Travel distribution is going through
another change. All the travel meta
searches, and now Google, are pushing
into travel sales, but they don’t necessarily or at least not yet have travel fulfilment.
“What these players do better than us is
they are masters at search. But what we do

Silver lining for Malaysia
By Yixin Ng
After Malaysia lost some key European
connections last year when national carrier Malaysia Airlines cut these routes,
agents in the country are finding a silver
lining in niche products and secondary
source markets from Europe.
“The market has been turned upside
down – our main problem is losing connectivity from Frankfurt – and we can’t
depend on old methods anymore,” said
Uzaidi Udanis, president of Malaysia Inbound Tourism Association (MITA).
To convince Europeans to choose
Malaysia despite the hassle of connecting flights, Uzaidi said offerings must be
“niche” and go beyond “general sightseeing”. Examples, he said, are islands and
beaches, the Iron Man marathon (Malaysia and Japan are the only Asian countries
to offer this), and for more mature markets, rainforest treks.
Ahmad Fathil Abd Ghani, manager
(event and promotion), Tourism Terengganu, added: “Local content is more important to Europeans than to, say, mainland Chinese. For instance, Italians don’t

like cold, hard, business-like hotels in Redang. They prefer Perhentian, where more
hotels are homegrown and where they can
mix with the local people.”
Fathil said there are also opportunities
in markets like Hungary and Czech Republic, which enjoy connections to Kuala
Lumpur operated by Turkish Airlines.
Admitting that awareness of Malaysia is lacking in these countries, he said
they nonetheless warrant a serious look
as some traditional markets are showing
signs of plateauing. There has not been a
big increase in German arrivals into Malaysia, which is now around 130,000 visitors, he said.
At this show, Uzaidi also sees “strong
interest” and has secured a few groups for
MITA members from Eastern Europe.
Esmadee Endut, managing director
of Hedaco Travel & Tours, said: “I’m not
worried about Malaysian Airlines cutting
off (European) routes. People don’t mind
making a transit, flying on Etihad, Qatar,
Emirates. A lot of my clients from France
have told me they prefer and love these
routes.”
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SOMETHING TO THINK ABOUT
Can there ever be too much
tourism for a destination?
We asked this of UNWTO secretary-general Taleb Rifai and he said: “Growth is
never the enemy. It’s about how we manage growth in a responsible and sustainable manner.” Something to think about
this year, which is International Year of
Sustainable Tourism for Development.
Who’s the next biggest disrupter
for hotels after Airbnb?
We asked this of Peter Henley, president

and CEO, Onyx Hospitality Group and
he said: “Cruises may be the next big
thing that hotels have to watch out for
as competitors in Asia.” Not too off the
mark, with cruise lines seeing the region
as ports of gold.

Where are Britons going?
We asked this of Kritaka Kakkar, Mercury
Travel UK and she said: “Outside Europe,
with visa-free travel in EU perhaps no
longer possible (for Britons) following
Brexit.”

better is the technical fulfilment of a trip,
including content, payment, liability, etc,
which opens new opportunities for us,”
said Stirnimann, adding that bedfinder
has also attracted the likes of TripAdvisor
and Kayak with whom Hotelplan is now
in talks.
Having seen how bedfinder enables
Hotelplan tap the US market, Stirnimann
is excited about the potential of tapping
other international markets. This will be
addressed this year.
“Our vision is to be ready to distribute our travel products worldwide – be it
to Brazilians or Thais – without have to
be locally present in the countries,” said
Stirnimann.ATF Daily 2017 Quarter Page FA.pdf

Stirnimann: internationalisation of Hotelplan

Meanwhile, in the traditional business,
Stirnimann said Hotelplan is now market
leader in Switzerland, ousting long-standing competitor Kuoni which is now under
Rewe.
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SRI LANKA IN MY EYES

Two Week Sri Lanka Itinerary Memorable To Young Kids
“Mommy, I want to go to Sri Lanka!”, ask my
3-year old little girl, Emma-Kate, as she sees
an airplane fly over her head.
Her request to go back to the country we visited last year, when she had only turned 3, is
coming back over and over again.
A vast majority of parents think that traveling
with young kids should be postponed until
their children are older, because then they
will remember their trip.
Do kids remember the adventures and experiences we are offering them? The answer is
yes, and at such a young age.
met the friendliest people. He’s still friends
and keep contact with them on social media.

Psychology professor Carole Peterson, PhD,
and colleagues from Canada’s Memorial University of Newfoundland, confirm that even
very young children can recall past events.
Moreover, Robyn Fivush, PhD, an Emory University child memory researcher, confirms
studies finding that children who are asked a
lot of questions about their personal experiences and feelings by their mothers tend to
develop memory skills earlier.

Where we stayed: Maya Tangalle Villa exceeded our expectations. The manager and
the staff were welcoming, the meals made us
uncover Sri Lankan delicacies with a modern
twist, and the WiFi was the best we had in the
country. A very peaceful haven, Maya Tangalle Villa is a one of a kind resort to unplug
and get pampered. Emma-Kate loved it there!

Can we imply that kids as young as 3 years
old can remember their trip, over a long period of time? Yes. My little girl is a proof of that.

How we traveled from Tangalla to Yala National Park: Again with a tuk-tuk, we traveled
for 2 hours all the way to Yala National Park.

According to the studies above, the more we
talk to our kids about their experiences, the
better they will remember.

Yala National Park

Our adventures in Yala National Park have
been the highlight of our trip in Sri Lanka.
We explored this vast park in a Jeep, with
the help of a specialized guide, spotting elephants, birds, water buffalos and jaguars
in the wild. We saw a plethora of animals in
only 1 day, enough to satisfy our hunger for
wildlife and adventure.

What does my little girl remember of her
2-week trip in Sri Lanka? She remembers
we bought her a cute wooden elephant near
a fort, seeing big turtles in the sea, sleeping
in a tent and watching elephants, birds and
water buffalos in the wild, and finally going
on a long train ride.

Where we stayed: Ruhunu Safari Camping
offers spacious tents pitched amongst the
bush, meals designed to make us discover
local flavours and unrivaled safari expeditions.

Is her memory good, from year-old events?
Let’s see!

Colombo

How we traveled from Yala National Park to
Nuwara Eliya: The owner of Ruhunu asked
his uncle to drive us to Ella, where we embarked on one of the most scenic train routes
in the world that brought us to Nuwara Eliya.

We only stayed one night in Colombo, because our flight from Kuala Lumpur arrived
late at night, and the capital didn’t strike our
interest.
Please be aware that some taxi drivers from
Colombo’s international airport charge way
overprice for a ride. Read your Lonely Planet
guide to know exactly how much a ride from
the airport is supposed to cost you. And if
you think the taxi drivers from the airport are
pushy, rest assured that no one else in the
country bears the same arrogant attitude.

SINHARAJA FOREST
A world biosphere reserve

www.srilanka.travel

Nuwara Eliya

Where we stayed: The Saffron Country
House, a bed and breakfast that’s a little bit
hard to find. Our room was simple yet spacious, and the property was lovely. There’s
a small pond by the breakfast area, which
made our tired morning much more enjoyable. And the young couple who manages the
place couldn’t stop playing and entertaining
our little Emma-Kate.

tional sport.

How we traveled from Colombo to Galle: We
took a bus ride, from Colombo, to the train
station, as our host at The Saffron Country
House suggested. The train from Colombo
to Galle was overcrowded and without air
conditioning, but the open windows and the
friendly local who gave up his seat for me and
my daughter made the ride more enjoyable.

Where we stayed: Fort Fifty Inn, one of the
most affordable accommodation inside the
Fort’s walls. Our room was clean and spacious, and the owners were very friendly.
They took care of our laundry at a low cost,
and provided delicious western style and Sri
Lankan style breakfast every day.

Galle

We spent 3 days in Galle, walking around
the Fort Walls, visiting its narrow and paved
stone streets full of boutique shops and cafes, taking pictures with locals who insisted
to be photographed with our little girl, and
buying as a souvenir a cute little elephant
carved in wood.
We also watched a cricket game, from the
Fort’s nearby stadium. Sri Lankan were overjoyed we were interested in learning their na-

The most vivid memory I have about our stay
in Galle, is the very hot and extremely humid
weather. Sweat and condensation (yes, condensation) were dripping from our skin. After
talking with the locals, we learnt that it wasn’t
always that hot and humid, so don’t worry if
you choose to visit this unmissable destination on Sri Lanka’s south coast.

How we traveled from Galle to Hikkaduwa:
If you look at a map, you will see that we went
back towards Colombo to reach Hikkaduwa.
We did so because this part of our trip wasn’t
planned in advance, and the people we met
along the way convinced us this destination
would be a great fit for us. It only took us 1h
of tuk-tuk to get there.

Hikkaduwa

Our stay in Hikkaduwa was fun, even though
it is a worn out touristy town. The main
street, Galle Road, doesn’t have a proper

sidewalk for families to walk, so be aware of
the fast cars and bus that might not see your
little ones.
We greatly enjoyed the powdery white sand
beach and the big turtles that came to visit us
every day. My husband liked his snorkelling
experience, even though the schools of fish
weren’t as impressive as other undersea life
around the world.
Where we stayed: Di Sicuro Tourist Inn, located at a walking distance from the beach.
Our room was spacious and spotless, and
the owner was very kind.
How we traveled from Hikkaduwa to Tangalla:
Even though the ride took us 4h, traveling the
south coast in a tuk-tuk was fun for us: we
enjoyed the vistas all along the way, and we
could stop where and when we wanted to for
a bathroom break and for a playground stop
too. This option was much more affordable
than renting a car.

Tangalla

We reached Tangalla with a sole purpose:
to relax and unwind in a luxurious boutique
hotel. Besides swimming in the resort’s pool,
we went for a walk in the surrounding paddy
fields, and my husband went on a bike ride to
discover the nearby peaceful village where he

This town didn’t impress us much, but the
surrounding villages, mountains and panoramic roads greatly compensated. We rented
a motorbike and drove the region only to discover high mountains lost in clouds, tall waterfalls and tea plantations where Emma-Kate
tasted her first cup of tea… only to admit she
doesn’t like it at all.
Where we stayed: Mount Mary Inn has the
most dedicated managers we have ever met.
We stayed in a spacious and very clean room,
and had the chance to enjoy the Inn’s living
room to relax and watch a little bit of television.
How we traveled from Nuwara Eliya back to
Colombo: Again, one of the most scenic train
routes in the world, we had the chance to witness emerald rice fields taken care of by hard
working Sri Lankans, deep valleys and misty
forests. The train ride’s finale was quite impressive, when the train accelerated substantially and it became so rough and bumpy, we
had to hold on to our seat’s armrest and to
our luggage so we wouldn’t be projected into
the air. Yes, the mother in me feared for our
lives. In the end, we arrived safe and sound
to destination.
Do you think your little ones would remember
highlights from this 2-week itinerary around
Sri Lanka? My 3-year old still talks about it
every week, so why wouldn’t yours? Why
keep away from them such deep learning experiences and life-changing adventures?
http://www.easyplanettravel.com
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India sees seeds of German return
By Xinyi Liang-Pholsena
India tour operators have noted tentative signs of improvement in German
inbound tourism, following a decline inrecent years as global negative coverage of
the rape cases in India affected the destination’s image and deterred some Ger-

man tourists from visiting.
A K Ravichandran, Frankfurt-based
associate vice president-tours (sales) of
Mercury Travels, explained: “The German
market was more sensitive (than other
European countries) because women in
Germany are often the decisionmakers for

their family holidays.”
A positive sign that Ravichandran observes is the “slight improvement in FIT
bookings from Germany, especially from
the wellness segment”.
Sharing similar observations, Indo Asia
Tours deputy general manager Lalit Atrish

said: “We are seeing
around five to seven
more enquiries from
the German market,
and we expect a full recovery of the market in
one to two years time.”
Likewise, Cox &
Kings’ general manag- Köhler: archaic visa
er destination manage- rules a deterrent
ment Sunil Verma is recording some 10
per cent more queries from the Germany.
But amid signs of recovery, German
travellers are displaying a greater concern
for costs though.
Atrish added: “Germans used to stay at
four-star hotels at the least, but now they
are going for three- or even two-star hotels. German revenues are now lower even
though the passenger numbers remain
the same. They are becoming more value-conscious than other markets like the
Americans or Australians.”
Mercury Travels’ Germany-based tours
manager, Hans Köhler, thinks a lot more
can be done to improve India’s image
among international tourists.
“India suffers from a lack of information and awareness in Germany. Following the negative publicity, there should
had been a marketing blitz on the authorities’ part in Germany, France, Switzerland
and Italy, instead of TV advertisements on
India given to just CNN and BBC,” he remarked.
As well, India’s rigid visa policies with
cumbersome requirements remain a perennial challenge for travel agents selling
the country to the European markets.
“We can’t expect an increase in tourism
to India if visa issues persist,” said Köhler.
“It’s shameful India’s getting just around
220,000 Germans each year when Thailand’s getting at least 10 times more.”
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The best house reef in Maldives
Just 30 minutes from the airport by speedboat,
a tropical haven is enclosed within the turquoise folds of the Indian Ocean. Located in South Malé
Atoll, the island of Biyadhoo offers a fascinating glimpse of the simple, yet breath-taking beauty of
Maldives. Fringed by a crystalline lagoon and powdery white sandy beaches, Biyadhoo is blessed with
lush tropical vegetation and famed to have the best house reef in the Maldives. Popular among the
diving and snorkeling enthusiasts, the island provides peace and tranquility to the weary soul.

Contact Us
General enquiry: +960 334 4420
Facsimile: +960 664 7171
Email: sales@sunland.com.mv

biyadhooislandresort
Biyadhoo Island Resort

An intimate hideaway.
A paradise preserved.
Rediscover the luxury of simplicity,
where the sands of time trickle unhurriedly, and nature is your host.
Situated in North Malé Atoll, a 50-minute speedboat ride from Male
International Airport, Makunudu Island sweeps you into the warm
embrace of an original Maldivian retreat. Where glistening beaches
give way to the crystal clear waters of a turquoise lagoon, merging
into unending ocean views. Where tranquility seeps soothingly into
your soul, and genuine hospitality welcomes you like a friend. A
rare haven, beautifully untouched, that even for those who travel the
world, retains a special place in the heart. Slip off your shoes, slip
into island time…

General enquiry

MakunuduIsland

Telephone: +65 6438 0144
Email: info@makunudu.com

makunuduisland

Reservations

Telephone +960 664 6464
Email: reservations@makunudu.com

EAT • BEACH

www.cocopalm.com

|

• SLEEP

www.cocoboduhithi.com

|

makunuduisland

• REJUVENATE

www.biyadhoo.com

|

www.makunudu.com
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Wholesale thriving
Tour operators are still king for Thailand but OTA threat is rising
By Xinyi Liang-Pholsena
Contrary to the belief that OTAs
have now dominated hotel
bookings, European wholesale/
travel agency distribution still is
the largest share of business for
hotels in Thailand.
About 80 per cent of Banyan Tree Hotels & Resorts
Phuket’s German bookings
comes through the wholesalers,
area director of sales & marketing Ludovic Gallerne told the
Daily.
Likewise, at The Rembrandt
Hotel Bangkok, which boasts
a strong North European market, the UK, Swiss, German and
Danish wholesale markets have
been traditionally strong and are
still growing, said general manager Eric Hallin.
The UK and German-speaking markets also make up the
strongest business from Europe
for the Sala Hospitality Group,
particularly for its Phuket and
Samui properties.
Said group director of business development, Nicolas Reschke: “From the first year of
opening we started great relationships with the major players
who have supported us for 13
years since.”
The strong agent culture in
Germany and Switzerland clearly has a role to play in driving
contract bookings to Thailand
hotels, said Klaus Sennik, general manager of Ramada Plaza

Bangkok Menam Riverside.
“It is also important to recognise that Germany and Switzerland are home to some of the
world’s most successful and influential tour operators such as
TUI and Kuoni.”
The overall tendency for the
European feeder markets to
book further in advance through
tour operators has helped
Manathai Hotels and Resorts

We can expect to
enjoy significant
business from this
traditional source for
many years to come.
Klaus Sennik
General manager, Ramada Plaza
Bangkok Menam Riverside

to be less reliant on last-minute
OTA deals to fill rooms, according to group director of sales &
marketing, Matt Fynch.
However, hoteliers in Thailand are not discounting the rising influence of OTAs, as outside
of the German-speaking markets the travel agent holds less
sway.
Banyan Tree’s Gallerne commented: “Trends are not similar
in France with high online numbers and the rise of flash sales

operators.
“The UK is a good mix but
increasingly heading towards
more online while Scandinavian
operators remain strong in destinations with charter flights and
not for luxury brands like Banyan Tree.”
Views also differ as to how
the hotel-wholesaler relationship will pan out, with Phi Phi
Island Village Beach Resort’s
director of sales and marketing
Pond Leartsinpakdee believing
that key OTAs will “continue to
gain market share from the traditional wholesalers in Europe
and across the world” while the
hotel grows its direct-to-website
business.
Weighing in on the discussion, Ramada’s Sennik’s sentiments are more mixed. “There’s
no doubt that more and more
European travellers are using the
digital space to book their holidays in Thailand,” he said.
“But the sheer strength, experience and determination of
the agency wholesale market in
Europe means that we expect to
enjoy significant business from
this traditional source for many
years to come.”
Said Fynch: “I believe the
agent/wholesale business will
not go away soon or even shrink.
The personal touch is still very
much alive and well in European longhaul travel decisions to
Thailand.”
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Marketplace
Bintan Lagoon Resort –
an integrated attraction

Hotel Formule1 Ahmedabad

Located a 75-minute direct ferry ride from Singapore and a 1.5-hour flight from Jakarta, the
300-hectare award-winning Bintan Lagoon Resort (BLR) is the premier lifestyle destination for
leisure, golf and MICE events with its own ferry terminal.
As Bintan’s largest integrated resort, BLR boasts a dedicated conference centre called the
Great Hall, covering a combined open space area of over 1,858m2, an astounding columnfree banquet hall holding up to 1,300 guests and an outdoor roof terrace for 200 guests. Its
Adventure Training Centre, is designed to foster leadership, teambuilding and innovation with
professionally customised programmes.
A comfortable range of accommodation from 470 spacious, contemporary rooms/suites and
self-catering villa as well as numerous culinary options awaits.
Since mid-2015, the resort has been undergoing a major upgrading transformation including
the revitalisation of F&B outlets through name changes, new interiors, technology, updated
menu concepts and friendly pricing structures, as well as beautification works on the landscape
to offer clear, unobstructed views of the sea and pleasing aesthetics.
Guests can choose from a broad slew of leisure pursuits: two large swimming pools, two
championship 18-hole golf courses and a host of 50-plus land and sea activities including a
day spa.
Contact: Gerald@bintanlagoon.com and agnes@bintanlagoon.com

AccorHotels expands in India

Harbour Plaza Hotels & Resorts
offers elegance and luxury
Harbour Plaza Hotels & Resorts is a major player in the Asian hospitality industry by providing
a distinctive blend of comfortable elegance, understated luxury and value for money in all of its
hotels. The company, which is a member of Cheung Kong Property Group, currently manages
eleven hotels in Hong Kong and Chongqing in mainland China. The latest addition is the allsuite Kowloon Harbourfront Hotel at Hunghom Bay in Hong Kong which commenced operations
in July 2015 with 240 suite units.
Over in The Bahamas, the hotel group also manages the 1,271-room Grand Lucayan Beach
and Golf Resort on Grand Bahama Island.
Contact: sales@harbour-plaza.com

Kowloon Harbourfront Hotel

RIU marks entry into Asia
with debut in Sri Lanka

International hotel chain RIU Hotels & Resorts, which was founded in Mallorca, Spain in 1953
by the Riu family, has made its foray into Asia with its first hotel in Ahungalla, Sri Lanka.
Opened in August 2016, the Riu Sri Lanka is a five-star all inclusive hotel that offers 501
rooms, five restaurants, four bars, three swimming pools, a spa and the distinctive RIU service.
This marks the start of RIU’s expansion in Asia, as the brand will continue to open two more
hotels in Maldives in 2018 and the first all inclusive resort in Dubai in 2019.
RIU Hotels now has 95 hotels in 19 countries. After growing in Spain during the decades
of the 60, 70 and 80s, RIU started its expansion in the Caribbean and other Mediterranean
countries in the 90s. Today, the RIU brand can be found in Mexico, the United States, Jamaica,
Aruba, Bahamas, Morocco, Mauritius, Spain, Portugal, Turkey and Bulgaria.
RIU has also extended its range of products with its own line of city hotels called RIU Plaza,
and is present in cities like Panama, New York, Dublin and Berlin.
Contact: contact.asia@riu.com

AccorHotels, which operates in 95 countries, has reached 45 hotels and resorts in India.
The recent openings of Hotel Formule1 in Nashik and Chennai marked the establishment
of a widespread segment of hotels operating in 18 cities with the portfolio depth ranging from
luxury and midscale to in-demand economy brand segments.
Ten of AccorHotels globally acclaimed brands have a presence in India, with ibis Styles
making its debut earlier in 2016 with the opening of a 197-rooms hotel in Goa. AccorHotels
will continue to accelerate its robust development pipeline in place for 2017 which will see an
additional 10 hotels bringing its network growth to over 55 properties.
AccorHotels is well positioned across all segments with a presence across India’s eading
business hubs and leisure destinations. The group now has an 8,000 room inventory across
its ten brands, which include Fairmont, Sofitel, Pullman, Swissôtel, Grand Mercure, Novotel,
Mercure, ibis, ibis Styles and Formule1. AccorHotels growth strategy in India is led by its focus
on the midscale segment with the Novotel brand which celebrated its tenth-year anniversary
presence in India this year and the popular in-demand economy brand, ibis. There are currently
28 hotels operating under the Novotel and Ibis brands across various key cities in India.
Within the South-east Asia region, AccorHotels properties are present in nine ASEAN countries, except Brunei.
Contact: www.accorhotels.com/gb/support/contact.shtml

Meritus welcomes travellers
with Asian hospitality
Meritus Hotels & Resorts is a Singaporebased hotel management company under
the Hospitality Division of Overseas Union
Enterprise, a Singapore Exchange-listed
fully integrated developer with a diversified
portfolio of prime assets across the retail,
commercial, residential, and hospitality sectors primarily in Singapore.
Meritus is long established as an icon of
world-class Asian hospitality in Singapore.
The brand founded its roots from its flagship
Mandarin Orchard Singapore – then The
Mandarin Singapore, the first hotel of its scale
and calibre to be built on Orchard Road in the
late 1960s.
Inspired by the virtues and richness of its
Asian heritage, Meritus has evolved into an
award-winning hospitality brand, providing

guests its signature Asian grace, warmth,
and care for over 40 years. With properties
located in gateway cities and idyllic destinations in Singapore and Malaysia, Meritus aims
to extend its footprint around the region.
The Meritus portfolio in Singapore includes
Mandarin Orchard Singapore and Marina
Mandarin Singapore. Both properties enjoy a
prime location that places guests in easy access to both leisure and business districts.
The Meritus portfolio in Malaysia includes
Meritus Pelangi Beach Resort & Spa in Langkawi. The property sits along a 1.5km white
sandy beach and is designed in the style of a
traditional Malay village, with 355 guestrooms
and suites standing in clusters of single- and
double-storey wooden chalets built on stilts.
Contact: (65) 6235 7788
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Report Hotels

Asia’s newest hotel brands

Brands are being launched faster than you can open the hotel door. Here’s a look at eight new brands in the region

TIN HOTELS

Since its founding in 1992, Singaporebased GHM Hotels has catered to people
who don’t want to be seen – those who
value the discreet, private, serene and elegant style of its hotels.
The chain is breaking this mould by going into the mid-tier segment with a new
brand, Tin Hotels, which targets people
who want to be seen – today’s dominant
population comprising the large middle
class and millennials who are social-conscious and for whom elegance is whether
or not the technology works.
The first hotels are expected to be
opened in Dubai and Oman in the next few
years, with a target of 35 properties in 2022.

POTATO HEAD

He made a statement when he opened Potato Head Beach Club, Bali in 2010. That
sexy, cutting-edge design beachfront attraction comprising three restaurants, two
bars, an infinity pool and a 500m2 lawn
draws on average 2,500 people daily.
This year, Ronald Akili, CEO of PTT
Family, branched into hotels with the
opening of Katamama Bali, which aims to
attract travellers who appreciate artisanal
design and want to experience understated luxury and Indonesian culture in a
contemporary context. Every aspect of the
58-suite hotel is the work of Indonesia’s
finest craftsmen, he said.
“We spent a lot of time researching the
techniques and the craftsmanship that
Dhawa’s Cocoon room

NOKU ROXY

Roxy-Pacific Holdings Singapore, which
owns the 500-room Grand Mercure Roxy
Hotel Singapore, has launched its own
upscale boutique brand, Noku Roxy, with
one hotel in Kyoto and two others being
developed in Phuket and the Maldives.
Noku-Roxy Phuket will have 90 rooms
and five villas and will open in 2018. In
the Maldives, it is re-working an existing
property with 50 villas, 45 minutes away
from Male.

Why the name Tin? Explained Hans R
Jenni, co-founder and president of GHM:
“We had initially played with the conceptual idea to do a one-off artistic hotel built
out of shipping containers or a modular
building structure, hence ‘Tin’.
“Starting with this initial idea, we realised there was a real opportunity in the
market for a lifestyle hotel positioned in
the mid-market segment. As we evolved
the concept, we fell in love with the name
‘Tin Hotels’. It is unusual and easy to
pronounce in just about every language,
whether Chinese, English or German.”
Tin Hotels will be stylish and created as
design icons, but not serene, he said. F&B

will be an important part of the experience, featuring social spaces with interesting food outlets and a rooftop Tin Bar by
the pool with music officiated by a DJ.
The ground floor will be a bustling café-centric space offering excellent coffees
casual food. This sets the scene for a 24/7
venue where one can have a quick meal, a
coffee meeting or just be the in-spot for
the local community to gather, Jenni said.
Asked if GHM’s upmarket image might
be compromised by the move into midtier, Jenni said: “On the contrary, we want
to import those same attributes – superlative design, exceptional guest experience,
etc – that have served us so successfully at

the luxury segment these last 25 years and
create another Style to Remember (GHM’s
tagline) in a new segment.”
“Launching Tin Hotels will not take
anything away from GHM Hotels,” he
added. “Whether it’s our own core brands
Chedi and Chedi Club or Ahn Luh, the
same steadfastly-held corporate philosophy continues to ring true.
“Yes, a Tin hotel may have smaller room
sizes or have lower price entry points, but
each will still wow with its design and
lifestyle experiences. Just as we have done
with GHM hotels, Tin Hotels will set new
benchmarks across this mid-tier segment.” – Raini Hamdi

best represent Indonesia, on everything
from traditional architecture to fabrics,
amenities to art, and we chose the best
practices and partners,” said Akili.
“For example, our more than one
million hand-pressed bricks were created using a technique traditionally
used in the building of Balinese temples
and we worked with our long-time collaborator, Indonesian architect Andra
Martin, to create the modern exterior of
the hotel.”
Now, Akili is set to spin off Potato
Head as a hotel brand with two new projects under construction in Seminyak and
Canggu, Bali. The former is in collaboration with world-renowned architecture

practice OMA headed by Rem Koolhass,
while the latter will be designed by Marcio
Kogan of Studio MK27.
Born in Jakarta in 1981, Akili lived in
Hawaii from the age of 13 and did a Master’s degree in Entrepreneurial Studies
at the Hawaii Pacific University before
returning to Indonesia at the age of 22.
His passion is “creating unique hospitality concepts”, nurtured by his parents who
own one of Indonesia’s most recognised
travel agencies, Smailing Tour.
“Coming from a family who has ties
to the travel industry, being a hotelier has
long been my childhood dream. Growing
up, I frequently traversed the globe and
was always interested in seeing how hotels

operate,” he said.
Akili plans to expand
into global locations, including Tokyo and Australia, with owned and
managed hotels that follow the brand’s guideline – “dedication
to craftsmanship
and creativity,
artisanal design,
while capturing
the warmth and
intimacy of a
private home”,
he said. – Raini
Ronald Akili
Hamdi

Banyan Tree Hotels & Resorts’ newest
brand Dhawa is aimed at technology- and
design-savvy millennials, the fourth after
its Angsana, Banyan Tree and Cassia (get
the alphabetical order?) that cater to different market segments.
Dhawa properties will also be strategi-

cally sited in culturally-rich destinations.
The first – Dhawa Cayo Santa Maria – for
example, will be in Cuba, and is scheduled
to open in January 2017.
With a tagline No room for the ordinary,
Dhawa’s ambitions extend next to China,
the first being in Bo’ao in Hainan province.

The hotel will have 516 keys, five restaurants and four bars, two swimming
pools, a spa and fitness centre, kids club
and a theatre with daily live entertainment. There is a 500m stretch of white
sandy beach and a wide array of water
sport activities. – Dannon Har

The brand is the brainchild of RoxyPacific’s executive director and managing director Chris Teo, whose stints with
Amanresorts and Mandarin Oriental Hotel Group before helming Roxy-Pacific’s
hotel ownership business shape his vision
for a brand that offers local insights and
personalised service at affordable prices.
To do that, Teo keeps Noku Roxy hotels small in room count, sited in strategic locations, featuring artisanal yet

modern design and offering personal
recommendations on local hidden gems.
The 81-room Noku Kyoto, for example, features handpicked art unique
to each room. It sits directly across the
Kyoto Imperial Palace and has its own
map of the Kyoto city centre that recommends favourite local haunts and restaurants, access into exclusive artisanal
houses and the best sightseeing spots,
many of which Teo has himself tried and

tested. Guests can also reserve personalised walking tours with in-house guides
and receive itineraries or day-trip recommendations from Noku Kyoto’s staff.
Rates start from 20,000 yen (US$192).
“I always have in mind the upper-scale
four-star boutique hotels as I believe there
is still a lot of room in Asia for a product
that offers the local character and personalised service, but at non-luxury prices,”
said Teo. – Raini Hamdi

time was thus spent getting the right staff
and building the M Social culture, he said.
For its mass hiring, for example, M Social Singapore held an ‘open house’ poolside party at one of sister properties in
Singapore. An ad in the local papers said
it was looking for “superheroes to save
the world”, not the usual posts such as
captains and waiters. There were colourful floats in the pool and attendees were
free to take a dip or help themselves to a
BBQ. The more sociable ones with personality and people interaction skills were
earmarked for potential hires.
The 293-room hotel has only 100 staff.

“The old staff-to-room ratios no longer
apply with the changing customer, who
wants to enjoy the hotel facilities without
going through the usual hassle of having to
check in, get their key at the counter, etc
(the hotel is the first in Singapore to implement self check-in and check-out kiosks in
the lobby),” Sekercioglu pointed out.
“Thus, when we looked at the concept
of the guest experience, we had to redesign the SOP to be multi-tasking and
come up with new training materials and
programmes. We spent a lot of time on
creating the tasks and jobs which could be
performed by many people rather than by

specific people. ”
As the hotel chain is eyeing global expansion for the brand, the first baby is important, he said.
“It is about how do you create the perception of difference, from the customer’s
point of view, on both the hardware and
software. It’s also about their perception
of value – is the value proposition acceptable for the market you’re going after?
“We are confident this brand will be
successful in Singapore and, having seen
what we offer, more developers will be interested – we are already in talks for a few
projects,” said Sekercioglu. – Raini Hamdi

DHAWA

M SOCIAL

Singapore’s most famous hotel investor
Kwek Leng Beng had the idea for M Social
some six to seven years ago, when millennial-minded hotels weren’t yet the rage.
The first M Social hotel (right), designed by Philippe Stark, opened in Singapore in June. Millennium & Copthorne
aims to plant M Social hotels in other
cities such as Auckland, Silicon Valley in
California and Seoul.
While design is a key element, success also rests on how well the hotels can
‘speak the language’ of this customer set,
observed Millennium Hotels & Resorts
president-Asia, Cetin Sekercioglu. A lot of
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137 PILLARS HOTELS & RESORTS
From its first hotel, 137 Pillars House
Chiang Mai which opened in December
2011, Thailand’s Wongphanlert family
has created a new luxury boutique hotel
management company, 137 Pillars Hotels
& Resorts.
The group is now building two more
hotels, 137 Pillars Suites Bangkok (left),
scheduled to open in early 2017 with 34
suites and 179 residences, and 137 Pillars
Estate, to open in early 2019 on Phuket’s
Kata Beach with 62 suites and villas.
Heading the new management com-

pany is COO Christopher E Stafford, who
has put in place executive team members
including five group directors overseeing
projects and technical services, sales and
marketing, culinary, F&B and finance.
He moved into the COO role from working with the family as vice president hotel
operations of SilverNeedle Hospitality,
which will continue to manage the Chiang
Mai property until this December.
“I’m aiming for 20 hotels in the next
five years, their size not more than 60 keys
ideally and only all suites or all villas.

“There is going to be demand for this,”
Stafford said, explaining that by remaining small, the brand would be able to retain “real hospitality”.
He agreed that competition exists as the
number of Asian hotel management companies focusing on luxury boutique keeps
growing.
“Our advantage is our owners have
land banks. I also believe that to expand, I
need to look outside the shell of Thailand.
The real opportunity today is in places like
Sri Lanka, Myanmar, Laos, Cambodia and

Vietnam,” he said.
Aside from the Bangkok and Phuket
developments, Stafford revealed “we’ve
also acquired land in Phang Nga for development”. It is also eyeing management
contracts. – Raini Hamdi

ing in three-star properties.
Matthew Lim, director of operations
at Batiqa Hotels, said: “With more than
60 million productive Indonesian citizens
in the middle class and 10 million international tourist arrivals per year (2015),
three-star properties could capture a wider market in Indonesia.
“Batiqa sees the opportunity to deliver

a four-star experience and service at threestar pricing and construction cost.”
The name Batiqa is derived from the famous Indonesian cloth, batik, and Grade
A quality, he said. Batik represents Indonesian hospitality, brand and culture,
while Grade A quality represents consistent, world-class service.
The first property, Batiqa Hotel &

Apartments Karawang, 52km east of
Jakarta, opened in 2014. Today Batiqa
operates six hotels with more than 700
keys, and has two hotels under construction.
“We plan to have 10 more hotels by the
end of 2017; Jakarta and Surabaya will be
the part of this expansion plan,” Lim said.
– Mimi Hudoyo

brand’s clear focus on health and wellbeing will resonate with our business and
leisure guests”.
Elaborating on how Oasia hotels focus
on wellness, Kiong said: “Be it business or
leisure, the Oasia brand is created to provide a restorative respite in the city that
inspires and empowers guests to refresh,
refuel and recharge.”
For instance, at the new 314-key Oasia

Hotel Downtown which opened in April
llast year, guests who wait to check in at
the reception can get comfy on the armchairs and plush sofas, which help inject a
resort vibe into otherwise another typical
city hotel, he said.
Kiong said: “Given the changing time
zones, travel delays and meetings, business travel often leave travellers with little
opportunity for wellness.”

FEH is also set to open the 140-unit
serviced residence, Oasia Residence in
Singapore’s West Coast area, within this
year. Across the border, it debuted its first
hotel in Malaysia, the 247-room Oasia
Suites Kuala Lumpur.
With these new properties, the Oasia
brand will have injected an additional 700
rooms to FEH’s portfolio in 2017. – Paige
Lee Pei Qi

BATIQA HOTELS

Batiqa Hotels was launched in March last
year by Surya Internusa Group, which has
decades of experience in hospitality industry investment as owner of Gran Melia
Hotel Jakarta, Melia Bali Hotel and Banyan Tree Ungasan Resort, Bali.
The company decided to enter the hotel
management business by setting up Batiqa Hotel Manajemen in 2013, specialis-

OASIA

Far East Hospitality (FEH), Singapore’s
largest operator of hotels and serviced
residences, is looking to expand its Oasia brand across Singapore and Malaysia.
The brand debuted in Singapore with the
opening of the 428-room Oasia Hotel Novena in 2011.
Arthur Kiong, CEO of FEH, said Oasia “is a departure from the traditional
star-rating system, and we believe that the

FuramaXclusive Villas & Spa
Ubud, Bali

FuramaXclusive Ocean Beach
Seminyak, Bali
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Destination Thailand

A kingdom’s value proposition
Thailand’s value-for-money reputation will please cost-conscious Europeans this year. By Chadamas Chinmaneevong
Inspiring themes
Responsible travel

chairat inchai/shutterstock

The treatment of animals in Thai attractions has been a source of controversy,
and elephants are no exception. It is
becoming widely accepted that riding the
animals bareback is better than carrying
tourists in a seat. EXO Travel Thailand,
which earned its Travelife certification
in early 2016 for responsible tourism
and animal welfare policies, has made a
point of ensuring the majority of bookings
comprise bareback elephant experiences,
or attractions where guests do not ride the
pachyderms at all.

Adventure in nature

Maha Chedi Chaimongkol at Roi Et, Thailand

A

10 per cent growth reported in
European arrivals to Thailand
during the first 11 months of
2016 (reaching 5.39 million
visitors) should be welcome news among
Thailand’s travel players, but inbound
travel agents are not quite ready to cheer.
A study by the Association of Thai
Travel Agents (ATTA) has found that
while European arrivals are up for the destination, the volume of European business
handled by its members is down 30 per
cent, signalling a dwindling demand for
tour agent bookings.
ATTA vice president Mingkwan Metmowlee told TTG Show Daily that more
Europeans are preferring to travel on their
own instead of joining a tour group.
At the same time, inbound agents have
also observed weaker spending among
their European clients, a result of an uncertain economic environment.
Montri Ramruangsakul, managing
director of Arlymear Co, lamented that
2016 was “another tough year for tour operators” of all sizes, as European travellers
turned to value-for-money products.
To ride out the continued challenging
environment this year, ATTA’s Mingkwan
urged tour operators to adjust and create
new and interesting programmes, such
as combining community-based tours in

Destination in numbers

6.2 million

The number of European visitors
Thailand expects to welcome in
2017, 4.5 per cent more than in
2016. These visitors are expected to
generate income of 485 billion baht
(US$13.8 billion) for the Kingdom

1 million

The number of tourists from Russia
and the UK that is expected in
Thailand by the end of 2017

77,828 baht

The amount the Tourism Authority
of Thailand hopes European visitors
would each spend on their trip to
Thailand this year, up 4.3 per cent

Thailand with neighbouring destinations.
While Thailand’s tourism players were
less enthused about last year’s performance, they have approached 2017 with
new hopes that uncertainty and political
conflicts in Europe would turn European
holidaymakers to safer and cheaper AsiaPacific destinations, especially Thailand.
In fact, the Tourism Authority of Thailand
and tour operators are targetting a 10 per
cent growth in European arrivals this year.
“It is risky to travel in the US, France,
Germany and the UK now. If Thailand is
safe, it will be a good choice,” Mingkwan
remarked.
Montri agrees, noting that political
tensions, terrorism and refugee problems have dampened travel sentiments
in Europe. South-east Asian destinations,
in constrast, project a more positive image among Europeans. Furthermore, the
boom in airline route expansion in the
region and stiff competition will push air
fares down, benefitting travellers looking
to come into South-east Asia.
Montri believes that Thailand, as a major player in Asia’s leisure tourism industry, stands in good stead to see stronger
European FIT arrivals.
Meanwhile, to keep up the growth momentum going in Europe, TAT is working
closely with airlines to promote Thailand’s
destinations in both main and secondary
cities. Both Emirates and Qatar Airways
are critical partners because they bring
travellers from secondary European cities
to Thailand, according to TAT governor
Yuthasak Supasorn, who added that EVA
Air is another important partner to help
the NTO penetrate the US.
In January 2017, TAT and EVA Air
inked an MoU aimed at working on
joint tourism promotion strategies that
will boost numbers of visitors from the
USA and Canada. The airline operates 80
flights per week between North America
and Taiwan, as well as 26 flights per week
on the Taipei-Bangkok route.
Yuthasak is optimistic about arrivals
from Russia and the UK, expecting arrivals to reach one million by the end of 2017
on the back of a stable ruble and Thailand’s reputation as a value-for-money
destination.
“Sustainable tourism and quality tourists are our main focuses,” Yuthasak said
and defined quality tourists as those who
are “responsibility and have reasonable
spending”.

Those who fancy zipping through the
canopy and seeing eye to eye with rare
wildlife are spoiled for choice in Chiang
Mai. Eco tours have proliferated, coinciding with a push to make the northern
capital a year-round destination.
Flight of the Gibbons boasts the high-

est, longest and fastest zip lines while
contributing to conservation of their
namesake, while newcomer Pongyang
Zipline & Jungle Coaster features lines
up to 800m long plus a jungle coaster
that has quickly become popular with
all ages.

Romantic moments

Samui is Thailand’s second-largest
island but is much less populated than
Phuket, allowing a greater chance for
seclusion and intimacy. As a honeymoon
destination, Samui is only growing in
popularity.
The Belmond Napasai is located
on a stretch of pure beach along the
island’s north, with 45 villas, 24 suites
and private pool residences designed
with romance in mind. The hotel works
closely with Asian Trails to offer excursions to mainstream attractions or the
island’s hidden secrets.

Products to watch
Explore! Bangkok Foody Tour

Asian Trails is offering a four-day gourmet experience in Bangkok. The programme kicks off
with the Loy Nava Dinner Cruise on the Chao
Phraya river, where guests are introduced
to local herbs and spices while taking in the
temples and city skyline from a converted rice
barge. Other activities include a guided tour
of markets and hidden alleyway gems, and a
cooking class.

Ramayana Water Park, Pattaya

and restaurants with overhauled menus that
carry a wider range of healthy options. A
cooking school, yoga and archery are among
its offerings.

North Hill City Resort, Chiang Mai

The boutique North Hill City Resort opened
in September to offer 42 rooms and easy
access to the 18-hole North Hill golf course.
Other facilities include meeting rooms, a
restaurant, a spa and a games room.

With 21 water slides, a wave pool, a lazy river,
a floating market and more, the Ramayana
Water Park is Thailand’s newest and largest
world-class water park. Spanning 16 hectares
and located near the beach, the attraction also
boasts massage services, VIP lounges and WiFi throughout. Entry costs 1,190 baht (US$34)
for adults and 790 baht for children.

Ramayana Water Park

The Slate, Phuket

The former Indigo Pearl Resort in Phuket’s
Nai Yang area was rebranded to The Slate
last August. Along with refreshed suites and
villas, The Slate also features updated bars

Viewpoints
What is needed immediately in your destination to better grow European arrivals?
Nikorn Yatinunt

Sunee Pianngam

Director and advisor,
Pegas Select (Thailand)

Managing director,
Tai Pan Reise Center
(Thailand) Co

Authorities and tour operators must
develop language skills, not only those of
English but also of others. Thailand’s persistent shortage of tour guides must also
be addressed as the number of international tourists continue to rise. Local laws
and regulations restricting the tour guide
profession to only locals are obstacles.

Authorities should pay attention to small
and medium-sized tourism tradeshows,
appoint marketing representatives in
countries to define targets and select
media influencers, and actively report
and update situations (that can impact
tourists) such as massive flooding in the
South.

FOR FAMILIES, GOLFERS & CORPORAT
BLR IS

ES

BLR IS THE PLACE TO

PARTY

RELAXING
310 hectares of land with19 lakes
1.5 Kms Long Private Beach
Direct Ferry Service
from Singapore
• Daily flights from Jakarta
• Dedicated Concierge Service
• 470 Rooms, Suites & Villas
• Five-Star Modern Amenities
• Shopping Arcade

Home to Bintans favourite
nightclub SILK Nightclub & KTV
• Karaoke Lounge & Bar
• Themed Beach & Villa Parties
• Private parties
• Unique Wedding Concepts
• Destination Dining
• BLR Monthly Parties

•
•
•

•

BLR IS THE PLACE TO

MEET

Corporate Meetings &
Conferences
• 10 Meeting Rooms
• Largest Convention Centre in
Bintan - The Great Hall
• Team Building Activities including
BLR Amazing Race
• Outdoor Adventure
Training Centre
•

BLR IS FULL OF
FUN & ADVENTURE
Two large swimming pools
14 Food & Beverage Outlets
Over 50 Land & Sea Activities
including ATV, Ninebots, Jet Ski,
Archery, Paddle Boating, Air
Rifle and more!
• Family friendly activities
• Largest Kids Jungle Gym
• All day dinning options available
• Quarterly Themed Events
• Festive Programs for all major
Singapore & Indonesian holidays
• Curated Tours & Excursions
around Bintan
•
•
•

BLR IS

GOLF
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

2 championship 18 hole golf
courses - Jack Nicklaus Sea
View Course and Ian Baker
Finch Woodland Course.
Golf Club
Golf Pro Shop
Monthly Events & Tournaments
for members and guests
31-Bay Driving Range
Practice Putting Greens
Golf Buggies & Caddies

BLR IS

REJUVENATING
•
•
•
•
•

24 Hours In-Room
Massage Service
Day Spa with signature
treatments
Beach massage huts
Foot & Shoulder Massage Parlour
Golfers Massage Service

BOOK NOW AT
www.bintanlagoon.com
For more information email us at reservations@bintanlagoon.com or call +65 6223 3223
Follow us on
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Destination Cambodia

Casting a much wider fishing net
In the push for more arrivals, operators point out that quantity over quality may not always be better. By Marissa Carutthers
Inspiring themes
Responsible travel

European travellers tend to stay longer and spend more; Royal Palace in Phnom Penh pictured

D

espite the Cambodian government concentrating on efforts
to lure more travellers from
Asia, travel consultants feel the
European market shouldn’t be overlooked
due to the higher spending and longer
stays of the segment.
According to the latest figures from the
Ministry of Tourism (MoT), Cambodia
welcomed 4.4 million international arrivals in 2016 – a 4.8 per cent increase yearon-year.
Arrivals from Europe held a 15.5 per
cent market share, with 681,000 people
visiting from the continent – a 7.4 per
cent increase. The UK led the European
entries with 143,100 arrivals, making it
the eighth strongest source market worldwide. France was Cambodia’s 10th strongest market and Europe’s second, with
133,000 arrivals.
Intrepid Travel recorded a double-digit
percentage increase in sales from Europe
in 2016, a factor Michael Edwards, UK
and Europe managing director, said is the
result of a growing thirst for the kinds of
authentic travel the company offers.
He said: “People want to travel, eat and
sleep the local way rather than just ticking
off the sights.”
In order to grow the European market,
Intrepid Travel has increased its resources
for 2017, where six business development
managers are on the road and visiting
agents based in the UK and Central Europe.
For EXO Cambodia, the company
recorded little growth from Europe in
2016 compared to the steady rise of the
last five years. France bucked the trend,

Destination in numbers

307,812

The number of Western European
visitors from January to November
2016

310,596

The number of female visitors
from Europe between January and
November 2016

641,188

The number of Europeans who visited
Cambodia on holiday

performing up to 10 per cent higher last
year.
EXO’s general manager Pierre-Andre
Romano noted that the number of pax increased significantly more than the sales.
He said: “The main change is the average spending decreased last year. The
UK is still leading but was stable after
a few great years. It’s difficult to know if
it’s a Brexit side-effect or a maturity tier
reached by the number one market in Europe for tourism.”
He added that the decrease in average
spending is the result of increased competition in Cambodia, which in turn puts
pressure on rates – both for operators and
their suppliers, mainly hotels – and more
European tourists requesting lower-end
products.
However, the Cambodian government
has set its sights on the Asian market, with
China, Japan and South Korea top of its
agenda as it strives to attract seven million
tourists by 2020, including two million
Chinese. Asia ruled the 2016 market, securing the top five arrival spots last year.
But operators say more should be done
to attract quality not quantity visitors.
Sreat Mom Sophear, director of Sophiya Travel and Tours, said despite its low
market share, Europe should be seen as a
more valuable market as it brings a higher
daily spend to the country.
She said: “For Europeans, a holiday to
Cambodia is a once- or twice-in-a-lifetime holiday. They have a higher budget,
they plan more trips. The focus needs to
be on quality not just the figures.”
Despite this, Romano said Europe is
not the MoT’s main focus.
“It’s a meagre 15 per cent of total arrivals for all the European countries. That’s
less than Chinese (arrival market) alone.
As long as there is no direct flight from
Europe, it won’t be a priority because we’ll
always be combined with a neighbouring country and therefore depend on (the
other country’s) performance.”
Sokhom Thok, MoT director of international cooperation, said the MoT
has plans to attend various trade fairs in
Europe throughout 2017 to promote the
country.
Romano also believes the opening of
various internationally branded hotels in
2017 – which push their own global marketing campaigns – and the Netflix release
of Angelina Jolie’s First They Killed My
Father, an autobiography told through
the eyes of a child growing up under the
Khmer Rouge regime, will help sell Cambodia in Europe.

In a country where poverty is rife,
responsible travel has a huge role to
play in Cambodia, with many operators
urging visitors not to indulge in the often
detrimental voluntourism and orphanage
tours on offer.
Ayana Journeys specialises in educational travel, offering a range of responsible alternatives, such as Learn from the
Locals day trips. These range from learning about rice farming from farmers and
exploring Animist beliefs and superstitions
from storytellers.

Gourmet lures

Cambodian cuisine is often overshadowed
by that of its neighbours Vietnam and
Thailand, but the country is home to a host
of delicacies such as fish amok and beef
lok lak.
Siem Reap Food Tours, run by two food

lovers, offers an insight into local street
food, market life and an opportunity to
cook a few dishes. There are also many
authentic restaurants to sample from.
Malis, owned by Cambodian celebrity
chef Luu Meng, in Phnom Penh and Siem
Reap cannot be missed.

Romantic moments

From its untouched islands through to
the rural countryside, Cambodia is home
to a host of stunning and isolated spots
that are perfect for high-end romance.
Song Saa Private Island sits off the
coast and boasts a range of sumptuous
facilities to fan the flames of passion. Another seductive option is Phum Baitang
which opened in Siem Reap in late 2015.
Set amid lush gardens and paddy fields,
the resort boasts a cocoon of understated luxury in Temple Town’s surrounding
countryside.

Products to watch
Six Senses Krabey Island

Six Senses is gearing up to make its Cambodian debut in July 2017 with Six Senses
Krabey Island. Set on a 12ha private island
off the coast of Sihanoukville, the resort
comprises 40 villas that come with outdoor
showers and private plunge pools. The spa,
meanwhile, will feature a meditation cave and
outdoor yoga sala.

Courtyard by Marriott Phnom Penh

Marriott has announced its first foray into
Cambodia with the opening of its Courtyard
by Marriott brand in Phnom Penh in 3Q2017.

The upper midscale hotel, currently under
construction, will have 189 rooms, an all-day
dining restaurant, a lobby cafe, and a sky bar.
The hotel will sit close to the CBD.

Alila Villas Koh Russey

Due to open in 2Q2017, Alila Villas Koh
Russey will be located on the unspoilt Koh
Russey island, less than 5km off the coast of
southern Cambodia. Promising magnificent
views of its surroundings, the five-star eco
resort is a good option for families, thanks to
a kids’ club and villas with private terraces,
pools and gardens.
Six Senses Krabey Island

Viewpoints
What is needed immediately in your destination to better grow European arrivals?
Ronni Dalhoff
Managing director,
Diethelm Cambodia

Chin Meanhung
CEO & founder,
Cambodian Experiences

The hot topic is the transition from being
an add-on destination for Angkor Wat to a
stand-alone destination. If we are to keep
European customers in Cambodia, we
need to be able to offer them a nice beach
at the end of their visit. The three to fivestar properties set to open on the islands
this year will be a game changer.

A harmonious working relationship
between operators and the Ministry of
Tourism to promote Cambodia is essential. While there seems to be an increased
presence at international trade shows,
more effort needs to go into showing
what other attractions are available away
from Angkor Wat.
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Destination India

A sunny outlook

Viewpoints
What is needed immediately in your destination to better grow European arrivals?

European arrivals to India grew last year, and tourism stakeholders are confident it will continue into 2017. By Rohit Kaul
Singapore Tourism Board

Goa is a popular destination for charters; Our
Lady of Immaculate Conception Church pictured

Destination in numbers

2.8

The percentage share that Germany
has in foreign tourist arrivals to India
for December 2016. India recorded
a total of 1.3 million international
tourist arrivals the same month

867,601

The number of visitors India received
from the UK in 2015, equivalent
to 10.8 per cent of the total visitor
number

230,854

The number of visitors India received
from France in 2015, equivalent
to 2.9 per cent of the total visitor
number

I

ndia’s inbound tourism stakeholders
have indicated that 2016 has been a
year of growth from European markets, and remain optimistic about
this year’s prospects.
From January to December 2016, foreign tourist were about 8.9 million, a
growth of 10.7 per cent year-on-year.
Countries like UK, Germany and France
were among the top inbound source markets.
“European source markets did really
well for us in 2016. The demand from
European markets has increased in double digits for us in the past year. Our key
markets were UK, Germany and Russia,
which saw considerable recovery. Other
European markets that picked up were
Spain, and countries from Eastern Europe
and Scandinavia,” said Dipak Deva, managing director, Destination Management,
Sita, TCI and Distant Frontiers.
Chetan Juneja, senior vice president of
Tamarind Global, agreed, and shared that
in terms of business growth for the com-

Products to watch
Radisson Blu Hotel Faridabad

Recently opened on January 16, 2017,
the hotel features 124 rooms that come
equipped with free high-speed Internet and
40-inch flatscreen TVs. Facilities onsite
include a gym, swimming pool, four F&B
options as well as a pillarless Grand Ballroom
that can accommodate up to 1,000 guests.

The Radisson Blu Delhi Plaza recently opened
The Orb, its newest lounge bar. In the evenings, the venue will play host to a live DJ, or
hold a variety of musical performances.
Radisson Blu Hotel Faridabad

Managing director,
A.T. Seasons &
Vacations Travel

Ravi Gosain

Beach resorts are popular among
Germans. Goa at one time used to
record a healthy air charter business
from Germany which has nose-dived
over the past few years. There is an
immediate need to revive the charter
from Germany. It could help increase
European arrivals significantly.

We need to promote new destinations
like Madhya Pradesh. Many tourists from
European countries like Germany are
experiential tourists and there are destinations in India that are well placed to cater
to the segment. However, the government
needs to put adequate infrastructure in
place before promoting these places.

pany, the European market grew by 30 per
cent compared to the previous year, with
UK leading the demand.
Juneja added: “The European market
was at its peak in contributing to India’s
tourism in 2011, but it stumbled later. It
has now been on the rise since 2H2015
and has been growing year after year. UK,
France and Germany continue to be the
cash cows.”
Even Brexit did not seem to have any
impact on demand from Europe.
“We did not see a big impact on the
business from Europe due to Brexit. However, the depreciation of the pound did
have a little impact on the business value.
(But) problems in Turkey, Tunisia and
Egypt helped to route the flow of tourists
to Goa instead,” said Deva.
Between October 2015 and April 2016,
Goa received 783 chartered international
flights. This season, the destination in
expected to handle about 1,000 charter
flights, where Russia and the UK are the
major source markets.
“Goa has benefited because of the tensions in Russia and Egypt, following an
air crash and the suspension of Russian
flights to Egypt. Russia has been a major
market for Goa and its revival augurs well
for the Indian inbound industry,” said
Arun Anand, managing director, Midtown Travels.
For hotels, there was also an overall in-

Inspiring themes
Ayana Fort Kochi

Housing only 16 Art Deco-esque rooms, the
luxury boutique hotel was meticulously restored from a courthouse that dates back to
the Portuguese occupation. Amenities include
a gym, rooftop swimming pool, tea lounge,
and a colonial eatery called The Old Court.
Imagica entertainment park

Clarks Inn Gwalior

The Orb

Amaresh Tiwari

Clarks Inn Group of Hotels recently opened
its 40th hotel in Gwalior, Madhya Pradesh. The
hotel features 60 rooms and suites across
four configurations, some of which comes
with views of Gwalior Fort. Facilities on the
property include a spa, sauna, and rooftop
swimming pool.

Thai Smile Airways

Beginning in October 2016, the regional arm
of Thailand’s national airline launched flights
– in stages over 10 weeks – from Bangkok to
the Indian cities of Gaya, Varanasi, Jaipur and
Lucknow. All routes are currently being operated with a A320 aircraft, which offers 12
Premium Economy Class and 154 Economy
Class seats.

Family Fun

One the newest and biggest draws in
India for families is the massive Imagica
entertainment park, located on Mumbai
Pune Expressway. It offers a gamut of
interesting experiences under one roof
and across three zones – a theme park,
a water park and a snow park. There are
also plenty of restaurants to keep visitors
full and energised.
For the convenience of guests who
wish to spend more than just a day to
fully explore all three zones, Imagica
offers the five-star Hotel Novotel Imagica
Khopoli. The hotel houses 287 rooms,
four F&B outlets and large banqueting
spaces.

Managing director,
Erco Travels

crease in business.
According to Sanzeev Bhatia, general
manager of The Metropolitan Hotel &
Spa: “The key markets for us are UK, Germany, Italy, France and Spain. There was a
little dip in growth from the markets at the
start of 2016, but it recovered in the later
months and our business recorded a good
growth overall. Brexit had an impact for a
short time but recovery was fast. ”
Meanwhile, India’s ministry of tourism is targeting one million UK tourists
by 2020.
“Europe is a very important inbound
market for us. The e-tourist visa system
has helped us to increase arrivals from
the region and we are now contemplating
(whether) to allow multiple entries, and
extend the validity of electronic visas from
30 to 60 days,” said Vinod Zutshi, secretary, ministry of tourism, government of
India.
Zutshi further indicated that the government would be focusing on segments
such as medical, golf, cruise and MICE.
Deva concluded: “This year looks good
for us. In fact, we are seeing a very good
start in the first quarter itself. The traditional markets of UK and Germany are
expected to grow. We also expect a good
growth from France, Italy, Switzerland,
Portugal, Scandinavia and Eastern Europe, while Russia and Spain seem to be
recovering.”

Adventure in nature

The north Indian state of Uttarakhand is
blessed with abundant natural beauty, and
offers activities ranging from rafting to
mountaineering.
Paragliding is one activity that tourists
should experience at Naukuchiatal. A number
of companies, such as Eagle Eye Adventure,
operate in the region and offer an exciting
way to discover nature and have a memorable adventure.

Romantic moments

The Samode Safari Lodge at the Bandhavgarh National Park in Madhya Pradesh is
an extravagant wilderness experience cradled
in luxury and unusual sophistication. The
lodge was even named one of the 10 best
safaris in 2015 by CNN.com.
There are 12 private villas, each offering
a spacious lounge, a bedroom with a modern
ensuite bath and a dressing area, a unique
open-air bath court, and a private verandah
with striking views of nature.
The main lodge houses a lounge with fireplaces, a pool room, library, heated open-air
swimming pool, spa and more.

Report Beach resorts

Lure of sun, sand, sea
the beach or pool and trekking are more
common among European families.
Most valued amenities Longhaul travellers enjoy resort facilities and utilise kids
clubs more so than Asians and locals.
Children’s pools, snorkelling and island
visits are important across markets.
Top beach resort spots Langkawi is most
popular among longhaul travellers as it is
easily accessible from Kuala Lumpur. Redang, Tioman and Sipadan are popular
among those who dive and snorkel.
On the radar Tanjong Jara Resort, an authentically Malay beach resort in Terengganu, is comfortable, luxurious and offers
excellent service.

Arokia Das
Senior manager, Luxury Tours Malaysia
Common family travel configurations
Asians tend more to travel with extended
families of six to eight pax, versus small
families of two to three pax for Europeans.

Capella Singapore

By Nicholas Yong

Pornthip Hirunkate
Deputy CEO and managing director,
Thailand, Destination Asia
Common family travel configurations
Beach resorts used to be favoured by newlyweds and couples, but are now popular
among families as well.
Accommodation preferences Families
with younger children typically prefer adjoining rooms; family suites and villas are
not a popular option.
Length of stay Six nights on average for
European families, who typically stay in
the same hotel. Asian travellers usually
stay two nights over a weekend or long
public holiday.
Top activities Island-hopping tours rank
high, being readily available for purchase
at resorts or in the vicinity.
Adults opt for spas and Thai massages
whereas the younger ones enjoy more adventurous activities such as kayaking, diving, ziplining and ATV riding.

On the radar More remote beaches such
as Khao Lak and Koh Lanta.

Watcharaporn Phiewkaow
Managing director, Discovery Holidays
Common family travel configurations
We most frequently see couples with few
children. Newlyweds, honeymooners and
couples celebrating their wedding anniversaries are also significant segments.
Accommodation preferences Common
requests are for adjoining rooms or twobedroom suites, but private luxury villas
are generally not popular with families.
Length of stay Europeans stay at least 10
days as they like to relax in the resort and
enjoy the facilities, compared with Asians
who usually stay three to five days.
Top activities Banana boat rides and
snorkelling are a hit while diving is more
common for families with older kids.
Teenagers love more adventurous activities such as parachuting or kayaking.

Most valued amenities The swimming
pool − many families decide on accommodation based on the availability of one.

Most valued amenities Swimming pools
rank high as they allow parents and children to spend time together.
Nanny service and activities offered at
kids’ clubs are important since parents,
especially European ones, want to be able
to have quiet moments at the pool or spa.

Top beach resort spots Phuket still reigns
for its diverse resort types and prices. Samui is also popular while Hua Hin attracts
Europeans, especially Scandinavians.

Top beach resort spots Phuket continues
to top the list. Travellers who prefer destinations closer to Bangkok tend to choose
Hua Hin. And for newlyweds and higher-

Length of stay Malaysians prefer short
weekend trips, while Asians stay an average of three nights and longhaul travellers
at least five nights.
Top activities Longhaul visitors usually
take a half-day tour and explore on their
own the rest of the time or relax by beaches and pools. For locals and Asians, shopping and sightseeing are top priorities.

As multi-generational family vacations become
more popular, beach resorts that cater to a wider
variety of guests, ages and interests are more valued
than ever, travel consultants tell TTG Show Daily

THAILAND

Accommodation preferences Adjoining
rooms are favoured across markets.

yield families, Samui is the top choice.
On the radar Ecotourism is an emerging
choice among families and more married
couples are seeking meditation retreats.
They tend to choose less commercial areas
like Khao Lak and Ranong.

MALAYSIA
By S Puvaneswary

Uzaidi Udanis

Most valued amenities Separate pools
for kids and adults are appreciated. Kids
clubs are also welcome, likewise for rentals
of bicycles, kayaks and snorkelling gear.
Top beach resort spots Langkawi, due
to its accessibility and aggressive promotions. Kota Kinabalu is popular with longhaul, South Korean and Japanese tourists.
On the radar The new St Regis Langkawi
is a luxurious property with great service.

INDONESIA
By Mimi Hudoyo

General manager, Vacasia Tours & Travel

Hasiyanna Ashadi Koestoer

Common family travel configurations
We see smaller families from longhaul
markets. Asian and domestic travellers are
more likely to include extended family, in
group sizes of eight to 10 pax.

Managing director, Marintur Indonesia

Accommodation preferences Travellers
from the US and Europe choose boutique,
upscale resorts in secluded areas whereas
Asians and Malaysians favour accessible,
busy locations with nearby food options.
Requests for adjoining rooms are common except when it comes to domestic
travellers, who tend to squeeze as many
people in a single room as possible and
request for extra beds.
Length of stay Six nights for longhaul
travellers; two to three for Asian travellers.
Top activities Food is a priority for locals
and Asians; Singaporeans and Indonesians in particular will do their research
online on restaurants to visit. Relaxing by

Common family travel configurations
Families from South-east Asia and the
Middle East usually come with their extended families, including grandparents,
cousins, parents’ siblings and their families. Middle Eastern families may include a
family head with two wives and their kids
and sometimes the kids’ nannies come
along too.
Accommodation preferences These
range from three- to four-star properties,
and even up to five-star ones or villas for
Middle Eastern travellers.
Length of stay Between four and 10 days.
Top activities When not with their children at the swimming pools and playgrounds, parents are usually at the spa or
out shopping. In Bali, families will visit
places such as the safari park, monkey forest and temples together.
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Most valued amenities Kids’ club, multiple pools and a location close to the beach
and places of interest. Many families require child-care services.

have the potential to become family travel
destinations. Gili Trawangan, for example,
attracts families with teenagers.

Top beach resort spots Bali is still top
and by far the most family friendly.

PHILIPPINES
By Rosa Ocampo

Ratna Subrata

JP Cabalza

External relations manager,
Happy Trails Indonesia
Common family travel configurations
The family market for us comes from Germany and the Netherlands, usually comprising parents with two or three kids.
Accommodation preferences Families
with kids 10 years or younger prefer family rooms or connecting rooms.
Length of stay European families usually
visit during their summer holidays, with
Bali as part of the 21-day Java overland
package. The length of stay in Bali is between two to three nights.
Top activities Cooking, kite-making and
Balinese-offering making classes are popular. Some families opt for soft treks and
tree-top adventures. Day cruises to Lembongan are also popular.
Most valued amenities Kids’ pools are
important to many families. Playgrounds
are a plus point but not mandatory.
Top beach resort spots Bali.
On the radar Lombok and Gili Islands

Managing director,
Cencorp Travel and Tours
Common family travel configurations
Family travel is no longer confined to immediate family members and it is now
common for family friends to tag along.
Accommodation preferences Many
choose adjoining hotel rooms. Villas are
preferred for newlyweds seeking privacy.
Length of stay An average of five days for
families from Asia, and at least eight for
those from Europe, the US, the Middle
East and Russia.
Top activities For kids, water activities like
banana boat and kids’ pools are a hit. Wi-Fi
is now a must for both adults and kids.
Most valued amenities Resorts should be
self-contained – with pools for kids and
adults, a good blend of local and international cuisine, and tours offered by both
the property and tour operators.
Top beach resort spots Boracay and
the Cebu/Bohol combination are most
sought after. Palawan is also popular, with

Puerto Princesa, Honda Bay, El Nido and
Coron being main attractions.
On the radar Siargao and Aurora are becoming buzzwords for surfers, while Bicol
and Bohol are destinations to watch owing to their other offerings in addition to
beach activities.
Two Seasons Coron Island Resort and
Spa and Huma Island Resort, both in Palawan, are family-friendly properties with
extensive facilities.

Fe Abling-Yu
General manager, Arfel Travel and Tours
Common family travel configurations
Family travel is no longer confined to a
couple and their children but expanded to
the so-called “affinity group”, comprising
extended family of grandparents, friends
and even domestic helpers. The affinity
group is increasingly common for weddings of other nationalities.
Accommodation preferences Adjoining
or adjacent rooms are common preferences. Villas normally appeal more to
honeymooners.
Length of stay A minimum of one week.
Top activities Kids enjoy water sports.
On-site resort offerings such as cooking
lessons keep the adults busy.
Most valued amenities Multiple pools,
beach activities and entertainment.
Top beach resort spots Boracay is top.

As well, Cebu combined with Bohol is
affordable, whereas Davao sells due to its
food, plus the Samal Island and Eden Nature Park.
On the radar The all-inclusive Henann
Resort Alona Beach in Panglao, Bohol, is
very family-friendly with several swimming pools and a combination of villa and
resort rooms.

SINGAPORE
By Paige Lee Pei Qi

Jaclyn Yeoh
Managing director, Siam Express
Common family travel configurations
Multi-generational family travel is becoming common, but more typical is
small families (a husband, wife and children) or two couples.
Accommodation preferences Deluxe
room, suite and villas.
Length of stay Two or three days – the
typical duration for a stay in Singapore.
Top activities Spas for couples and sea
sports for adventurous children.
Most valued amenities Swimming pools
and beaches for family activities.
Top beach resort spots Capella Singapore and W Singapore Sentosa Cove.

VISIT
INDONESIA
PAVILION
HALL 26A
STAND 120

The Royal Collection is a unique brand of villa living, featuring three world-class properties: The Kayana, The Samaya
Seminyak and The Samaya Ubud. Set within beautiful tropical gardens on Seminyak Beach and the Ayung River, each
property combines a unique ambience with a touch of luxury in products and services. With a private plunge pool,
spa and full butler service, these private boutique villas offer a secluded sanctuary for our most discerning guests.

Samaya Ubud - Bali

SAMAYA SEMINYAK - BALI
Jl. Laksmana, Seminyak, Bali 80361, Bali
Ph: (62-361) 731149, Fax: (62-361) 731203
E-mail: info@thesamayabali.com
www.thesamayabali.com

Samaya Seminyak - Bali

Kayana Seminyak - Bali

SAMAYA UBUD - BALI
Banjar Baung, Desa Sayan, Ubud 80571, Bali
Ph: (62-361) 973 606, Fax: (62-361) 973 610
E-mail: info@thesamayabali.com

KAYANA SEMINYAK - BALI
Jl. Raya Petitenget, Kerobokan Kelod,
Kuta Utara, Bali
Ph:(62-361) 8476628, Fax:(62-361) 8476633
E-mail: info@thekayana.com
www.thekayana.com

Kids’ amenities at Angsana Velavaru
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Report Beach resorts
spend at least four nights while longhaul
travellers stay seven to 10 nights.
Top activities Skiing, banana boating,
diving and snorkelling as well as special
activities for children like those offered in
kids clubs and kids’ cooking classes.
Most valued amenities Families enjoy
hotel facilities while couples prefer their
private space and rooms.
Top beach resort spots Per Aquum Niyama Maldives, Banyan Tree Vabbinfaru,
Baros Maldives, Coco Palm Dhuni Kolhu,
JA Manafaru, Angsana Velavaru and W
Maldives.

From left: Pangulasian Island, an eco-luxury island resort in El Nido, the Philippines; Soneva Fushi Resort in the Maldives

Ram Samtani

CHINA
By Caroline Boey

Kris Van Goethem

TripAdvisor’s 2015 list of must-go places.
Halong Bay, Phan Thiet, Phu Quoc and
Con Dao are also popular.

with cheap flights and a good range of
self-catered, apartment-style accommodation.

Common family travel configurations
We see (various) combinations – parents
with children as well as multi-generational families, especially given the trend of
families celebrating milestone birthdays
or anniversaries together.

On the radar Victoria Hoi An and Victoria Phan Thiet are consistently among
the top rated. New luxury resorts to watch
are Amanoi, Fusion Maia and Naman Retreat, etc.

Accommodation preferences There’s
now a higher demand for villas to fit families altogether.

AUSTRALIA

On the radar The Reef View Hotel Hamilton Island caters to multiple ages, has
a good selection of room types and offers water sports. The Hamilton Island
Holiday Homes are also great as they
can accommodate large groups and provide golf buggies for getting around the
island.

Common family travel configurations
In general, the international demand
for China as a family beach resort destination is not high; this type of travel is more
popular for the domestic market.
Our main longhaul markets – the UK,
France, Italy, Spain and Germany – visit
China mainly for the culture and some
may stay at a beach resort at the end of a
tour.

MALDIVES

Accommodation preferences Our clients prefer luxury accommodation.

General manager, Ramesh Travel Service

By Rebecca Elliott

Length of stay Three nights are the norm.

Robyn Eddy-Ellis

Top activities Families with kids look
to relax over beach activities. For threegenerational groups, food is very important and they seek cultural excursions
too.

Travel consultant, Flight Centre Brisbane

By Feizal Samath

Common family travel configurations
The traditional family unit of parents and
kids is most common, but there is a big
trend towards multi-generational holidays, which see families travelling with
grandparents, relatives as well as other
groups of friends and their families too.

Shafraz Fazley

Most valued amenities Kids’ clubs and
swimming pools.
Top beach resort spots Sentosa.

VIETNAM
By Xinyi Liang-Pholsena

Tran Gia Bach
Regional general manager,
Buffalo Tours Vietnam
Common family travel configurations
Small families taking advantage of public
and summer holidays are common.
Accommodation preferences Younger
families travelling with children prefer
connecting rooms. Multi-bedroom villas
with private pools are popular with multigenerational families.
Length of stay Local families tend to
take multiple short vacations, so a typical
stay might be 4D3N, just enough time to
unwind but short enough to not disrupt
their routines. Foreigners (do not necessarily stay much longer at a single resort)
as they often visit multiple cities at a go.
Top activities The all-inclusive concept
hasn’t caught on in Vietnam; travellers
like the freedom of going off-property to
explore the surrounding areas.
Most valued amenities Swimming pools
are always a big hit.
Top beach resort spots Nha Trang has
long been Vietnam’s top beach destination. Danang is also popular, with its
own international airport and a spot on

Accommodation preferences I frequently book two-bedroom apartments for
families as this guarantees they are in the
same area while also affording privacy.
There is strong demand for adjoining
rooms, but we’re not always able to guarantee availability. Villas, holiday homes or
self-catering apartments are popular for
the space and luxury aspect.
Length of stay Week-long holidays are
most popular, but five days are common
for shorter trips to Cairns or Hamilton
Island.
Top activities Water sports are key as they
allow older kids to have fun while spending time with their parents. Half-day tours
are popular for families with younger children.
Most valued amenities Kids clubs are
high on the priority list, and some parents
decide on which resort to book based on
the starting age accepted at the clubs; likewise for nanny services.
Many parents also seek adult-only areas. Plenty of my clients choose resorts
based on whether it has a kid-free pool so
that they can enjoy some separate time.
Top beach resort spots Cairns and the
Whitsunday are great as they are affordable and a manageable flight away.
Hamilton Island is particularly popular as it offers stay-pay and kids-eat-free
promotions, and the destination caters to
the whole family with a diverse range of
activities and accommodation options.
Of course, the Gold Coast is also a
great spot for families as it’s affordable

Managing director, Viluxor Holidays
Common family travel configurations
Families from the longhaul market comprise parents and kids, and occasionally
also grandparents or close relatives. Asian
families travel with one child or the couple
would bring their parents along.
Accommodation preferences All-inclusive resorts that include speedboat
transfers are the most booked. Longhaul
familes prefer interconnecting rooms
while Asians tend to book single-bedroom accommodation.
Length of stay Seven days for longhaul
visitors and about four for Asian visitors.
Top activities For longhaul markets, parents usually enjoy diving and spas while
their children partake in activities run by
the resort’s kids clubs. Asians like to enjoy
activities as a family, with fishing and banana boat rides as favourites.
Most valued amenities Families value
kids clubs, pools and kids menus, while
babysitting services are requested by longhaul travellers in particular.
On the radar Soneva Fushi Resort, Hideaway Beach Resort & Spa, Lux* South Ari
Atoll, Four Seasons Landaa Giraavaru, Taj
Exotica Resort and Spa, to name a few.

Shausha Aan Shafeeq
Director, sales & marketing,
Maldives Holiday Collections
Common family travel configurations
Asian families comprise parents, kids and
occasionally grandparents while longhaul
families travel with friends as well.
Accommodation preferences Most prefer family suites and all-inclusive resorts.
Length of stay Asians, especially Chinese,

Inbound and MICE director,
Thomas Cook China

Length of stay Between three to five
nights and a bit longer in summer.
Top activities Relaxing in the resort and
enjoying its facilities.
Most valued amenities Good F&B with
international options and good service.
Top beach resort spots Hainan and Sanya have good demand, though access is
still weak for the Western markets due to
the (lack of) direct flights.
On the radar Perhaps Qingdao and Xiamen, but again access is an issue.

Joy Liao
Sales director, inbound and MICE center,
Century Holiday International Travel
Group
Common family travel configurations
Family travel is a small market for us as
most customers visit China for its culture
and natural scenery. Family clients we
handle usually travel with grandparents
and other relatives.
Accommodation preferences Usually
twin and double rooms, and occasionally
family or interconnecting rooms.
Length of stay Asians visiting Sanya
spend six to seven days. Longhaul travellers who go to Qingdao stay up to 10 days.
Top activities Most just like to experience
the resort’s facilities, spend time on the
beach and do some sightseeing nearby.
Most valued amenities Restaurants
are valued by both Asian and longhaul
guests.
Top beach resort spots Sanya, in Hainan.
On the radar Qingdao, which hosted sailing events during the 2008 Beijing Olympics, may appeal to longhaul travellers
seeking natural beauty.
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Interface Tourism Spain’s Ciro Gechelin and Trine Bruun, Hills Balfour UK’s Jo Hartley and Amanda Hills, and
Interface Tourism Spain’s Victor Munoz

Mandarin Orchard Singapore’s Adeline Loh, Meritus Pelangi Beach Resort & Spa Langkawi’s
Veronica See and Marina Mandarin Singapore’s Abel Sng

TTG Show Daily
pictorial special
As the 51st ITB Berlin gets underway, TTG Asia Daily’s photographer Caleb Richard Lai walks
around the bustling showfloor and captures the excitement between the meetings of
Asian exhibitors and European buyers

Coco Collection Maldives, led by Hussain Hilmy (centre), welcomes you to paradise

Flight Centre Travel Group South Africa’s Vanessa Butler, Outrigger Mauritius
Beach Resort’s Frederick de Marcy Chelin, Flight Centre Travel Group Australia’s
Natalie Gosselin and Outrigger Konotta Maldives Resort’s Silvia Collepardi

Gebeco Germany’s Michael
Drengenberg and Singapore
Airlines Germany’s Reinhold Theil
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Incredible India’s Mrituanjay Mishra, Ministry of Tourism India’s Suman Billa and Incredible India’s Ajit Pal Singh

Sanda Hotel Myanmar’s Khin Sanda Win and Fabien Guilluy

Langkawi Development Authority’s
Haji Azizah Bin Nordin

Riu Hotels and Resorts Spain’s Oliver Kluth

US Travel South Korea’s Woongjak Kim and Gran Hilton Seoul’s
Bernhard Brender

AccorHotels Singapore’s Daniel
Fang

Above: Boute Expeditions Brazil’s Paulo Boute

Left: Tonichi Travel Service Japan’s Shoko
Inoguchi, Tomoka Tanigaki and Geo Plan
Germany’s Akira Proske

Outrigger Resorts France’s Anabela Dos Santos, and Outrigger
Resorts Thailand’s Mark Simmons and Haydee Cruz
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Gallery

Expeditions Myanmar’s Aye Phyo Phyo Than and Nwe Nwe Htay

Bangkok Hospital,’s Jarinya and Oliver
Franz

Intertours Nepal’s Prem J B Rana, The Begnas Lake Resort & Villas Pokhara’s Priyanka Rana-Iandoli and Purnima Rana, and Travel In Style Germany’s Dawa Sigrist

Klang Municipal Council’s Helmey Mohamed Rashid, Selangor State Council Planning Unit’s Nor Azlina Abdul, Tourism Selangor’s Khuzaimah Bt Jamaluddin and
Klang Municipal Council,’s Mohamad Yasid B Bidin

Vanuatu Tourism Office,’s Allan
Kalfabun

Leading Collection Germany’s Michelle Széchenyi, Art of Travel Germany’s Maren
Spohr, The Datai Langkawi,’s Aaishah Bohari and Arnaud Girodon

Dinos-Reisen Germany’s Harald Müller, Laura and Susanne
HanaTour South Korea’s Jae-Hee Park

Culture Aangan India’s Rashmi S Sawant and M E H Haider

Active Bhutan Tours’ Chencho Dorji, and Shikhar Travels (India)’s Swadesh Kumar
and Meenakshi Kumar Prabhakar
Tour Mongolia’s Sukhbaatar Z, Ulaanbaatar City Tourism Department’s Odmaa
Naidansuren and Sarangerel Yadamsuren

Tahiti Tourisme’s Verly Atae and Tahiti Tourisme
Germany’s Nathalie Wegner

Nepal Tourism Board’s Ranu Shah and Sunil Sharma
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